
Camilla Williams
Digital Scavenger Hunt

Or, go to:
https://tinyurl.co
m/ubw2yoq

Scan with your phone's camera



CLUE ON
E!

Pitter patter, click and clack
Take a step! You're right on track
To find clue one, though there are two, 
And they don't want to hide from you!
Wood and fabric standing by 
To keep both feet all high and dry.

Riddle Challenge:

Did you
 find

the fir
st

answer?
Turn to the last page to
check if you're right once
you've found the other

clues, too!



CLUE TWO!Picture

Challenge:

Did you find
the second

answer?
Turn to the last page to
check if you're right once

you've found the other
clues, too!

Where am I?

Hint: 
Make sure to investigate the
additional information and
photo icons in the virtual
tour to see all of the
content!



CLUE
Three

!
Audio Challenge:

Can you find an audio
recording of Camilla Williams
singing "Oh, What a Beautiful
City"?

Hint: Make sure your ambient
sound and narration options are
turned on in the virtual tour!



CLUEFour!
A pencil sweeps across the page
And captures singing on a stage,
A man, a woman, play their parts
To create art— within the art.
 

Riddle Challenge:

Did you find
the fourth

answer?
Turn to the last page to
check if you're right once

you've found the other
clues, too!



CLUE Five!Picture

Challenge:
Can you locate President

Eisenhower?

Hint: This might be a
hard one to find! Don't
forget to check the
panels throughout the
galleries.

Did you find
the fifth

answer?
Turn to the last page to
check if you're right once

you've found the other
clues, too!



CLUEsix!
Audio Challenge:

Can you find an audio recording of Camilla Williams
singing "City Called Heaven"?
 
Williams' performance of this song in college scored
her some of the first competitive wins in her career!



CLUE
seven!

Can you find where the exhibit talks about the
Asantehene?

 
Where is the Asantehene from? How is the
Asantehene related to Camilla Williams?

Keyword Challenge:



CLUEeight!

Hint: 
Make sure to investigate the
additional information and
photo icons in the virtual
tour to see all of the
content!

Picture

Challenge:

Did you find the
eighth answer?

Where am I?



CLUE
nine!

A stage, the songs, the glitz and glam
Of concerts in a distant land—
Eight nights of singers come and go,
And Camilla is a star of the show!
Vienna is the place to be,
But "Vienna" is not on the sign you see!
A remnant of a show now closed,
Can you find the sign, now posed?

Riddle Challenge:

Turn to the last page to
check if you're right once

you've found the other
clues, too!



CLUE
ten!

The last hint is a riddle, too—
Can you find our final clue?
A quote from Williams on the wall
On Danville when she was still small.
The world has changed so much, you see,
And Williams let her voice soar free
During a time when people tried
To push her special gifts aside.
 
Can you find a quote that shows
How much change in the world arose?

Turn to the last page to
check if you're right once

you've found the other
clues, too!



Japanese wooden "geta" shoes in scene two, near the kimonos.
Porgy and Bess album cover, scene three, further detailed look
at records
"Becoming an Opera Prima Donna" panel details, scene two. 
Sketch of Camilla Williams singing, detail panel, scene five.
 "1960: An Invitation from Eisenhower" panel against the wall.
 Gallery ambient sound, scene four.
Scene two, detail panel on kente cloth. The asantehene is the
traditional ruler of Ghana.
Danville Music Study Club decorative award plate, scene four,
on detail panel.
Scene three, Viennese brown advertisement behind blue and
white hanbok outfit. Angled on the wall.
 Scene one, Camilla Williams quote on the wall.

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

10.

Answer
sheet

We hope you enjoyed the
virtual scavenger hunt!
Thank you so much for

exploring our galleries and
learning more about Camilla

Williams.


